
There are numerous ways to build your email list, yet only a handful will build it SIGNIFICANTLY. If you want 
results that are more like a flood than a trickle, use one of the tactics below. The key with ALL of these is to 

create a COMPELLING reason for your audience to WANT to get on your list. 

4 Best List Building Tactics
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I'd love to help you create an amazing event - let's talk!
Email me at leeann@totallytelesummits.com.
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TACTIC #1 - Speaking
Speaking – both live and virtually is a fantastic way to grow your list. If you’re speaking in 
person and using slides, offer to send the slides to anyone who gives you a business 
card. If your presentation is good, at least 50% of the room should take action. You 
can also use “Text to Join” or a similar service where attendees text a word to a number 
to join the list automatically.  

If you’re speaking virtually, offer a free gift that people need to enter their name and email 
in order to receive.

TACTIC #2 – Facebook Ads/SEO/Google Ads
If you are very clear about your ideal client (and if you’re not, take some time to GET 
clear), ads are a great way to drive traffic to a “lead magnet.”  Key here is to be 
ready to play with the various word combinations, calls to action, etc in order to find 
the right combination.  This one takes a bit more patience, but once you find the 
best combination, you can feed the machine and know what results to expect.

  
TACTIC #3 – Joint Ventures
This is where you partner with someone who has an audience with your ideal client. 
They promote your lead magnet/webinar/services and you do the same for them. 
It’s very powerful because their promotion is like an endorsement, which you know 
their audience will pay attention to.  Plus you are offering your audience great 
content as well.  The best partnerships in this tactic are where you both serve the 
same audience but offer different services. For example a wedding planner and a 
wedding photographer.

TACTIC #4 – Virtual Summits 
Also, known as “telesummits” this is the most POWERFUL tactic. Think of it as an 
interview series where all the experts interviewed promote the event, thus growing the 
host’s email list. And the growth can be exponential - 1,000, 5,000 or even 20,000 – 
in a very short time. Key here is to take the time to position the event properly and 
select the best speakers.


